TAGLIATELLE ALLA BOLOGNESE $30
bologna style beef ragu, tomato, parmigiano

AGNOLOTTI DAL PLIN $32
beef and pork filling, pork stock reduction, parsley, parmigiano

RIGATONI ALL'AMATRICIANA $26
guanciale, tomato, black pepper, pecorino

CALABRIAN AND CORN TORTELLONI $32
summer corn, ricotta, lemon, calabrian chili

RAGU BOLOGNESE (pint) $14
PANCETTA & SAUSAGE SUGO (pint) $14
MARINARA (pint) $9
KALE-PEPITA PESTO (half pint) $9
PARMIGIANO CREMA (half pint) $12

TAGLIATELLE $12
thin, long pasta ribbons

PAPPARDELLE $12
wide, long pasta ribbons

GLUTEN FREE TONNARELLI $12
(may contain trace amounts of wheat)

SPAGHETTI $6
RIGATONI $6
CALABRIAN CHILI FUSILLI $7

AGNOLOTTI DAL PLIN $26
pork and beef filling with nutmeg, sauteed kale & parmigiano (8.5oz)

TALEGGIO SCARPINOC $24
washed rind cow's milk cheese filling (6.5oz)

CALABRIAN AND CORN TORTELLONI $32
summer corn, ricotta, lemon, calabrian chili

NOODLE DOUGH (1lb) $15
egg yolk enriched dough for fresh noodles

RAVIOLI DOUGH (1lb) $12
whole egg dough for fresh filled shapes